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Mac computer screen glitching

If you recently made the switch from Windows to Mac, you may be wondering how to take screenshots on Apple's operating system. There are several ways to take screenshots on a Mac. You can capture your entire screen – the print screen equivalent on a PC – or you can capture only part of it with a few keystrokes.
This article explains how to do both. How to take a print screenshot on Mac In macOS, you can take a screenshot by pressing shift-Command-3 keys in combination. By default, screenshots are saved to your Mac desktop in PNG format. If you have additional views connected to your Mac, these screens will be captured
at the same time as separate individual images. How to capture a selection of the screen on Mac If you want to capture only part of the screen, you can use the Shift-Command-4 key combination. This turns the cursor into a point of view selection tool that you can then drag with a left click to select what you want to
capture. Simply release the left mouse button or trackpad in a Mac notebook to take the shot. If you just want to capture the contents of a specific window that is open on your desktop, hover over that window and tap the spacebar. The cross will become a camera and the window will turn a shade of blue. Click left
mouse button or trackpad to take the shot. Tip: If you address the Control key to any of the shortcuts described above, macOS copies the captured image to the clipboard, which is useful if you want to paste it into an app that can edit or view images. Otherwise, screenshots taken with key shortcuts are saved directly to
the desktop. Ready for more? Then be sure to check out our most extensive screenshots guide for Mac, which explains how to change the file format and save the location of the screenshots, and includes additional tips for controlling the behavior of the screenshots selection. In addition, Apple also provides a
screenshot interface on macOS Mojave and later that unifies screen capture and screen recording features on Mac, making them easier from one place. You can start it with the Shift-Command-5 keyboard combination. Read our special guide to how it works. By Jack Gerard When most people think of computer
networks, maybe they foresee networks created using Windows-based PCs. Although there are a number of differences between Mac and PC computers, the method used to connect two Mac computers to a simple network is virtually identical to the method used to connect PCs. Creating a simple network between two
Macs is easy and should only take a few minutes; there are two different methods you can use, depending on whether Have a network hub between your Macs. Connect the network center or router you'll use. If you're using a router to provide Internet access to Macs, go ahead and connect the Ethernet cable from your
modem to the router. Connect Both Ethernet Ethernet router or center. Run cables to the location of both Mac computers. Connect ethernet cables to Ethernet ports on each Mac. Booting Macs and activating file sharing or other network functions according to how you want each computer to share and access network
files. You can enable file sharing by selecting the System Preferences item from Apple's menu, and then selecting View and Share. From the Sharing window you can specify the folders you want to share, as well as user access restrictions. Connect the Ethernet crossover cable to ethernet ports on Mac computers. Open
the Share menu and configure file sharing as needed. 1. Undo closing a tab Even though you accidentally close a tab in your browser? There's actually a very easy way to get rid of it! For Windows users, simply press Ctrl-Shift-T. If you're using Mac, try Command-Shift-T.2. Screenshot Only part of the screen If you ever
need to capture only part of your screen, you don't necessarily have to take a whole screenshot. For Windows users, just open the Start menu and launch the Snipping Tool. If you are on a Mac, press the Shift-4 command to create the corresponding tool.3. Please redo your last Excel command There is actually a pretty
easy way to redo the last order of Excel you entered. All you have to do is press F4!4. Open a new tab in just one click You can open a link in a new tab without having to right-click and select Open in a new tab. You can simply click the middle mouse button to do so. On the other hand, you can also use the center button
to close a tab just by pointing to it.5. Copy a file by dragging ItWho knew you can copy a file by dragging it? Well, maybe not just dragging him. You also need to hold on to the Alt key for Mac or Ctrl for Windows. Just hold the key and drag the files where you want the copy to be stored.6. Invert your search in an image



with Google ChromeYou can try searching for the original source of an image or a better version of an image in Google Chrome by pressing on S and right-clicking it.7. Pause, Jump Backwards, Go ahead on YouTube with the keyboard Most people know that the SPACEBAR can play or stop a video, but it can also scroll
down to the screen if you haven't started the video yet. You can press K to play or pause the video regardless of whether you started it or not. You can press J to go 10 seconds back and L to go 10 seconds forward.8. Instantly clear cache An easy way to clear the cache and update the page is to press Ctrl-Shift-R
instead of just F5. This is a well-known technique by computer experts from Emotional Computer.9. Lock your computer with your keyboardThere are many ways to lock your computer, but this is the fastest. For Windows, simply press Windows-L. If you're on a Mac, use Command-Option-Eject.10. Zoom in and out of the
browser with the keyboard You can easily reset and zoom in and out browser using keyboard keys. Keep Control for Windows and Command for Mac. Once you have pressed on it, press 0 to restore the screen size, + to zoom in, and – to zoom away. Become a hackolyte level until your reading game to join Hacker
Noon now! Mac computers have loyal fans, and some say Macs are better than PCs. Explore the different types of Macs, related software and myths and common questions. Ad ad ad If you're a new Mac owner, or you've had a Mac for a while and never learned the useful feature of capturing a screenshot, it's worth
taking a few minutes and getting that skill under your belt. As the character Sam Seaborn in The West Wing once said: Forget the fact that you come a little late to the party and embrace the fact that you showed up at all. The screenshot cart is really worth jumping on, mainly because it's a great way to keep records.
Every time I buy tickets for a show, schedule a payment of bills or make an appointment anywhere, I get confirmation. In this way, if the payment of my credit card is not published the day I scheduled it, I will have recorded that I have scheduled the payment before the due date. Taking a screenshot on a Mac is also a
pretty good way to save pictures if you'd rather not take the time to download them. Whether you're a competent Mac user or you're a Mac neophyte, here are the methods you can use to capture a selected part of the screenshot, a specific window, or the whole screen in a screenshot image. How to screenshot a
selection of your screen on Mac1. Press Command-Shift-4 on the keyboard. You wonder if you have to keep them all at once? Technically, Apple's support says press Shift-Command-4, but I press the command button first, followed by turn, followed by 4, because what is life without a little rebellion? Press and hold shift-
4. Maya Kachroo-Levine/Business Insider 2. Drag your mouse or tracking pad over the area you want to screenshot. After pressing Command-Shift-4, the mouse will become what can only be described as a destination icon: a symmetrical t with a circle around the center. This is your green light that you're ready for
screenshot! Now drag this icon over the part of the screen you want to capture, using the mouse or mouse. The destination icon shown allows you to drag and select an area of the screen for the screenshot. Maya Kachroo-Levine/Business Insider 3. If you are in the middle of step 2 and decide that you are not satisfied
with harvesting your selection, or for any other reason, you can exit the screenshot by pressing the Escape button If not, align your selection. The selection screenshot in action. When you align the correct selection, release the mouse. And voila! Congratulations, your screenshot will magically appear on your desktop,
saved as a .png file. It will be tagged with the words Screen Shot Shot by date and time of screenshot – up to the second. Apple doesn't really lose a beat. The resulting screenshot. Maya Kachroo-Levine/Business Insider As screenshot of a particular window on Mac1. Starting in the same way, press Command-Shift-4 on
the keyboard. 2. When the destination icon is displayed, press SPACEBAR to convert the destination icon to a camera icon. 3. Drag the camera icon over any open window, menu, bar or your dock to take a screenshot of this particular window. (A window will light up blue when you drag the icon over it.) 4. The
screenshot will be saved to the desktop in the same way as the previous step 4. How to screenshot your entire screen on Mac1. Press Command-Shift-3 on the keyboard. 2. The whole screen, including your dock, the windows that open you visibly on the screen and the toolbar at the top of the screen, will appear saved
as screenshot on the desktop in the same way as the above methods. Now, go ahead: capture your bank transactions, a hilarious message from a co-worker on Gchat, or an adorable photo of your granddaughter taking her first steps. Once you've mastered these tricks, you can even dabble in other screenshot
variations that are new to mac computers running MacOS Mojave. Related coverage of How to Do It All: Tech: Tech:
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